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with a prechamber combustion spark ignition system. The research was carried out using mainly one-dimensional simulation apparatus, and
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1. Introduction
Combustion systems using prechambers in internal combustion engines are mainly used due to their potential to allow
the combustion of lean mixtures. The increase in the system
efficiency when burning lean mixtures results from the physics
and chemistry of engine processes (described in simplified form
by Otto cycle equation; efficiency for the Otto cycle reached
51% [1]). As the compression ratio increases, the cycle efficiency increases; however, friction losses and heat losses play
a large role. On the other hand, lean mixture combustion can
increase the adiabatic exponent (specific heat ratio c p /cv ), and
thus increase engine efficiency. Combustion with a high excess
air ratio leads to a limitation of the maximum cylinder temperature and reduces the occurrence of knock. At the same time, it
also enables an increase in the compression ratio (which again
increases the efficiency).
The classification of prechambers depends on the way they
are supplied: chambers with fuel delivered (active) or more
common – passive (unpowered) [2, 3]. Passive chambers are
used mainly for the combustion of lean mixtures at low and
medium engine loads in stationary engines with power between
0.8 and 2.5 MW [3].
Due to the wide flammability range of methane, prechamber
systems are much more often used for methane combustion [4]
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than when burning gasoline. When burning methane, it is possible to obtain an air excess ratio of 2.5 [4, 5], ensuring that
the engine work irregularity remains below 5%. The theoretical
analysis of the formation of the air-fuel mixture in a gas engine
with a two-stage combustion system was carried out by Tutak
and Jamrozik [6]. Analyses regarding passive prechambers confirmed that similar values of excess air ratio were obtained in
both prechambers [7]. This type of fuel supply forces the use of
an excess air ratio of around 1.5.
The prechamber geometry analysis was conducted by Shah
et al. [8]. It was found that an increase in the prechamber volume from 1.4 to 2.4% causes substantial reduction in the flame
development angle (which is defined as time duration between
the beginning of the spark discharge and 10% accumulated heat
release in the main chamber) and main chamber combustion
duration, and an increase in initial heat release in the main
chamber.
In terms of emission analyses, it was found that the indicated
specific NOx emissions increase with an increase in prechamber
volume and reduction in nozzle diameter.
Attard et al. conducted extensive analyses with directly supplied chambers [9]. With up to 2% of the fuel dose injected into
the prechamber (turbulent jet ignition system), it was found that
such a combustion system was very useful in automotive engines. Using the TJI system compared to the standard system,
the mixture leaning range was increased to 2.1 (1.4 standard)
coefficient of variation, with engine irregularity of up to 10%
CoV(IMEP).
Tests of a turbulent jet ignition system with an active
prechamber in relation to the amount of fuel burned in the
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prechamber was also investigated by Pielecha et al. [10]. It
was then demonstrated that the overall efficiency of the engine
can be increased by limiting the dose burned in the prechamber. The tests were carried out on a single-cylinder engine with
a displacement of 0.5 dm3 , for which an overall efficiency of
ηo = 0.35 was obtained at a dose of 0.3 mg/injection (with an
excess air ratio λ = 1.65).
The analysis of inter-chamber flows in a gasoline (0.5 dm3 )
engine using a prechamber was conducted by Gombosuren et
al. [2]. He showed the pressure differences in both chambers
and on this basis, he drew conclusions on the inter-chamber
flows. Similar work was also carried out in [3].

a)

b)

2. Purpose of research
The aim of the performed research was to assess the interchamber flows using the prechamber combustion spark ignition
system (PCSI), considering the different geometry connecting
the prechamber with the main chamber. For this purpose, a 1D
(one-dimensional) simulation done in AVL Boost was used.
The results were then verified using 3D tests (AVL Fire) and
the outflow velocity of burning exhaust streams through flow
channels was determined. The flow analysis was based on the
simulation results of mass flow between the chambers. Additionally, heat dissipation in both chambers and the associated
average temperature were analyzed. The obtained results regarding inter-chamber flows were analyzed in terms of changes
in the outflow geometry of the holes from the prechamber. This
case was subjected to a detailed 3D analysis.

3. Methods
3.1. Research equipment. Simulation tests were carried out
using one- and three-dimensional simulations. One-dimensional studies of the combustion process were carried out in AVL
BOOST. Using the PCSI module for engines with a large displacement, the pressure changes in the main chamber and in
the prechamber were analyzed. The prechamber volume was
less than 1% of the main chamber. A visual representation of
the combustion chamber was provided in Fig. 1a. The system implemented in AVL BOOST 2019 R2 (Fig. 1b) contained a model of a single-cylinder engine with a PCSI combustion chamber. Valve movement was modeled in the system,
a constant value of excess air ratio was adopted for the dose
reaching the cylinder (simulation of full mixing of the dose of
fuel fed to the intake manifold). The prechamber was an active chamber into which natural gas (methane) was injected.
One-dimensional tests were supplemented with tests in AVL
FIRE 2019 R2 (Fig. 1c), after the creation of a mobile combustion chamber mesh (polymesh mesh), with a minimum number of 74 647 cells present in TDC, and a maximum number of
398 384. Additionally, the mesh was compacted for the preliminary chamber and discharge channels (the maximum mesh size
was 0.5 mm there).

22

c)

Fig. 1. Combustion system models: a) geometric; b) computational
one-dimensional made in AVL Boost; c) three-dimensional implemented in AVL Fire

3.2. Test object. Simulation tests were carried out for
a single-cylinder, supercharged four-stroke engine, whose parameters were given in Table 1. The fuel dose fed to the
prechamber accounted for 0.1% of the entire fuel dose. The
tests were performed at an average engine load, indicating
mean effective pressure IMEP = 1.2 MPa at a rotational speed
of 1500 rpm.
Table 1
Datasheet of the tested engine
Parameter

Value

D

180 mm

S

230 mm

VPC

3.18 cm3

VPC+MC (GMP)

530.458 cm3
6383 cm3

Vcyl
ε

12

n

1500 rpm

IMEP

1.02 MPa

Equivalence ratio (λ -value)

0.692 (1.445)

Injection to prechamber

90 deg bTDC

Injection dose (% of full)

0.5 mg (0.1%)
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Prechamber parameters variation
Prechamber parameters variation
Parameter
Parameter
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No. of holes/diameter

Area (const)
Area (const)
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√
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dQ
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Fig. 2. Model pressure verification for 1D (AVL Boost) and 3D
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a)

b)

Fig. 3. The effect of changing the number of holes and their diameter: a) on the pressure and IMEP value in the cylinder main chamber (P_MC);
b) on the pressure changes in the prechamber (P_PC), while maintaining a constant flow surface area (area = const)

number is constant (Fig. 3). Very similar IMEP values were obtained with differences below 0.2%. This means that with the
same number of holes, the pressure changes in the main chamber did not fluctuate greatly. The analysis showed a similar (or
very steady) pressure change characteristic in the main chamber (Fig. 3a), while the pressure variations in the prechamber
are significant (Fig. 3b).
Small prechamber holes (irrespective of the number) limit
the mixture flow during the compression (the lowest compression curve values in the range of up to 10 deg bTDC). Also, they
result in a prolonged combustion initiation process and a slow
pressure build-up in this chamber. This may be due to the fact
that the excess air ratio is limited. A larger flow cross section
through the chamber openings results in a more rapid combustion process (its initiation), a large drop in the pressure in the
first combustion phase, with the pressure increase not showing
a large delay. This means that the smallest flow diameter selected for testing was too small.
The comparison of the pressure changes in the chambers of
the two-stage PCSI system allows further thermodynamic assessment of the process presented in the following parts of the
article.

5. Thermodynamic evaluation of the geometric
changes in the combustion chamber
Absolute combustion pressure values do not directly determine
thermodynamic process indicators. The analysis of the pressure
increase rate in both combustion chambers showed much higher
rates in the prechamber than in the main chamber for each di-

44

ameter of the holes (Fig. 4a). The pressure increase rates were
twice as high in the prechamber (solid lines – Fig. 4a) than in
the main chamber (dashed lines – Fig. 4a). This was mainly due
to the small volume of this chamber.
The heat release rate (HRR) analysis (Fig. 4b) points to the
two-zone model described above. In the prechamber these rates
were low as a result of a limited dose of fuel in this area. Much
higher HRR occurred in the main chamber (due to a much
higher fuel dose), with the difference in these rates was by a factor of 15.
Based on the pressure changes in both chambers, it was possible to determine the changes in the mixture flow rate between
them (Fig. 5). The analysis of the mixture flow rate after ignition into the main chamber (a few degrees before TDC) was
almost symmetrical in relation to the backflow (from the main
chamber to the prechamber when the pressure in the cylinder
reached its maximum). For large hole diameters, these differences were reduced.
This also results from the value of the excess air ratio created in the prechamber (Fig. 6). Small holes lead to a limited
amount of combustible mixture coming from the main chamber, and thus the lambda is also large. However, the maximum
differences in lambda values (around 80 deg before TDC) are
not large.
The value of the excess air ratio should affect the average
temperature in the combustion chamber. Figure 7 is an assessment of the average temperature values in the PC and MC
(prechamber and main chamber). Additionally, the values of
appropriate temperature in the burn zones of both chambers
were presented. The highest temperature values occur in the
prechamber with small diameter holes (Fig. 7 – PC).
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Fig. 7. Temperature change (Temp_MC and Temp_PC) in individual chambers: PC and MC and in combustion zones PC and MC (results for
n = 8 holes, hole diameters: 1 mm, 1.5 mm, 2 mm)

Fig. 8. Conditions of mass flow velocity (burning streams) from the PC to the MC (V_PC) and mass flow rate values from the prechamber to the
main chamber (PC_MC_flow) (tests for n = 8 holes, hole diameters: 1 mm, 1.5 mm, 2 mm)

A particularly interesting thermodynamic quantity is the
mass flow rate from the prechamber holes. One-dimensional
analysis indicated the occurrence of high speeds of about
700–800 m/s (Fig. 8) that was irrespective of the size of the
holes. There is a certain diameter of the holes at which the flow
speed is the highest. However, it is difficult to draw conclusions
from this relationship with the results for only three diameter
sizes available. Since many publications provide the value of
the outflow speed of a burning flame [14, 15] (typically in the
range of 300–500 m/s), this quantity was used for comparison
with one- and three-dimensional tests. AVL Fire software was
used to perform a set of analyses and the obtained results of the
mass flow rate through the prechamber holes for the tests with
AVL BOOST and AVL FIRE were very consistent (Fig. 9). It
should be noted that the obtained results were of the mass flow
rate and not the direct outflow speed of the burning flame flowing through the prechamber holes. However, based on the proportions, it can be assumed that the flame outflow values were
smaller than the mass outflow values, which may indicate that
their values are correct.
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The mass flow direction (see Fig. 9) is consistent with the
one-dimensional flow direction (Fig. 8). Additionally, with
a similar crank angle in both chambers, there are maximum flow
values.
A comparison of the average temperature values with their
instantaneous values in the prechamber and main chamber
shows that the values obtained are consistent between these
tests (Figs. 7 and 10). Figure 10 does not indicate the temperatures in the combustion zone; however, the average temperature
values are similar. Visible temperature changes around the holes
connecting the two chambers indicate the outflow of burning
mass, which confirms the general conditions of the combustion
process using prechambers.
The thermodynamic conditions analyzed above relate to the
combustion of gaseous fuels in marine engines, in which the
excess air ratio is much greater than one. Knowing the specificity of inter-chamber flows, it will be possible to determine
the critical volumes that contribute most to the creation of toxic
components of exhaust gases, in particular nitrogen oxides and
particulate matter.
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Fig. 9. Analysis of the velocity from the prechamber holes to the main chamber (the vectors indicate the mass flow direction) (tests for n = 8
holes, hole diameters: 1 mm, 1.5 mm, 2 mm)

Fig. 10. Temperature analysis during initialization of the combustion process in the prechamber and its spread into the main chamber (n = 8
holes, d = 1.5 mm)

6. Conclusions
Simulation tests for the two-stage PCSI combustion system allowed a full assessment of the flow and thermodynamic phenomena.
The analysis of the results of the tests of the PCSI combustion
system in a single-cylinder engine led to several main conclusions:
• The effect of changing the number and size of the prechamber holes is significant in relation to the flow processes
between the chambers. It is also particularly important in
relation to the thermodynamic processes occurring in the
prechamber.
• The small number of holes in the prechamber means that the
maximum rate of the pressure increase in it is much higher
than in the main chamber; this value decreases with an increasing hole diameter and earlier start of mass flow to the
main chamber.
• Increasing the diameter of the prechamber holes results in
an increase in mass transfer between the two chambers with
Bull.
Pol. Ac.:
Acad.Tech.
Sci. 69(2)
Tech. 2021
Sci. 69(2) 2021, e136744
Bull. Pol.

a double increase in the diameter of the openings, more than
a double increase in flow rate has been obtained. The most
intense flows were observed during the ignition phase in the
prechamber (flow to the main chamber) and the combustion
in the main chamber (inflow to the prechamber).
• The initialization of ignition in the prechamber, supplied
with a small dose of fuel, results in a low heat release rate
(Fig. 4); however, the analysis of the temperature distribution indicated similar values to those obtained in the main
chamber.
• One- and multi-dimensional analysis of the mass flow between the chambers indicated that similar flow velocities
have been obtained (Figs. 8 and 9): about 700 m/s at an angle of about 14 deg bTDC (from PC to MC) and slightly
smaller at the flow return – 400–450 m/s at an angle of 3–
1 deg bTDC (for flow from MC to PC).
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